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Structure of poly „g-benzyl-L-glutamate … monolayers at the gas–water
interface: A Brewster angle microscopy and x-ray scattering study
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This paper reports Brewster angle microscopy~BAM !, x-ray specular reflectivity~XR!, grazing
incidence diffraction ~GID! and off-specular diffuse scattering~XOSDS! measurements of
Langmuir monolayers formed on water by both mono- and polydisperse samples ofa-helical
poly~g-benzyl L-glutamate! ~PBLG! as a function of area/monomerA. The microscopic behavior
does not exhibit any discernible effects due to differing dispersity. At low surface densities~A
.;21 Å2/monomer, surface pressureP50!, BAM images reveal partial surface coverage by
solidlike monolayer islands. GID measurements show an interhelix peak corresponding to a local
parallel alignment of rodlike PBLG molecules, indicating their tendency to aggregate laterally
without external pressure. Compression toA,21 Å2/monomer first leads to full and uniform
surface coverage by the monolayer, followed by a steep rise inP that is accompanied by a decrease
in the interhelix distance. Further compression results in a plateau of constantP in the P-A
isotherm~;11.5,A,;18.5 Å2/monomer,P;9 dyn/cm!, which has previously been attributed to
a first-order monolayer–bilayer transition. The interfacial electron density profiles determined by
the XR measurements on both sides of the coexistence plateau provide direct evidence for this
transition. On the basis of x-ray scattering results, the film on the high-density side of the plateau is
shown to consist of a newly formed incomplete and incommensurate second layer that sits on top
of and has lower average density than a homogeneous first layer. GID measurements indicate that
the second layer can be characterized by larger interhelixd-spacing than the first layer, while
XOSDS measurements on the bilayer suggest that the second layer is microscopically
inhomogeneous. For both mono- and bilayers, the analysis of observed GID peak widths indicates
that the extent of lateral positional correlations between parallel PBLG rods ranges from a few to no
more than;15 interhelix distances, implying short-range order. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!71345-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Langmuir monolayers~LMs! provide one example o
real physical systems in which an experimental study of tw
dimensional ~2D! physics should be possible.1–3 Macro-
scopic physical chemistry of LMs has been studied for
better part of this century; however, it is only within the mo
recent 10–15 years that the availability of synchrotron g
erated x-rays made it possible to directly characterize t
microscopic structures.4,5 A considerable number of synchro
tron x-ray scattering experiments have now been condu
on LMs, especially those formed by simple surfactant m
ecules like fatty acids, fatty alcohols, and phospholipids.

Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction~GID!4,5 studies
demonstrated that these ‘‘long chain’’ amphiphilic molecu
form close packed 2D crystalline and liquid crystalline stru
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tures on water in which the chains are oriented either nor
to the surface or at relatively small angles to the surfa
normal. Compression- and temperature-induced phase tr
formations between ordered LM phases involve change
the amplitude and direction of the chain tilt.2,5 By and large
the different 2D crystalline structures observed in the LMs
simple long chain molecules are similar to the various tilt
and untilted phases of both thin freely suspended liquid cr
tal films and bulk smectic liquid crystals.2,6,7One unfortunate
aspect of all of these studies is that the number of electr
contained in such simple amphiphilic molecules is often
small to produce measurable scattering from their nonc
talline 2D phases.8,9 As a result the elucidation of micro
scopic structures through x-ray scattering was mostly limi
to ordered phases for these LM systems.

This paper describes optical and x-ray scattering stud
of LMs formed by polypeptides in thea-helical
conformation.10–26 These rigid rodlike molecules lie dow
flat on the water surface with 2D nematiclike structures.
such they differ from the aforementioned more conventio
amphiphilic LMs and liquid crystal films in that the directo
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n, or principal axis of the molecules, lies within the mon
layer plane rather than pointing away from it. Another im
portant difference is that these polypeptide molecules
larger than the simpler amphiphilic molecules studied pre
ously. As a result, the constructive interference in the G
patterns that can be used to characterize the intermolec
packing occurs at smaller angles with larger amplitudes.
combination of this and the one to two orders of magnitu
greater number of electrons per molecule has the impor
consequence that broad GID peaks can be observed
disordered LM phases. For example, a recent GID exp
ment on a LM formed by C60-propylamine adduct
molecules27 demonstrated that a quantitative measuremen
a liquidlike 2D structure factor due to short-range positio
correlations is possible when the number of electrons
scattering unit~i.e., molecule! is sufficiently large. The hope
is that as a result of the increased scattering power prov
by large molecules, it might be possible to characterize
structural changes in the noncrystalline part of 2D phase
grams.

Another potential advantage for studies usinga-helical
polypeptides is that without compromising the rigidity of th
helical backbones, their intermolecular interactions with
the LM plane may be controlled by chemically altering t
side chain groups and through copolymerization of differ
peptide monomer units. Such chemical modifications h
already been shown to influence the formation of 3D liqu
crystalline phases.28–33

The interest in LMs ofa-helical polypeptides also arise
from the fact that many of them can be transferred onto s
substrates as multilayers using the Langmuir–Blodgett~LB!
technique. In recent years, variousa-helical poly~L-
glutamates! have been studied both as LMs o
water23,25,26,34–37 and as LB films on solid
substrates.26,34,37–49In most of these studies the primary o
jective has been to achieve good-quality LB films that p
sess technologically important properties,50 such as latera
homogeneity,23,45 thermal37,44,47,49and mechanical45,48stabil-
ity, low defect density,38,45 and optical anisotropy;38,39,42 in
addition, potential applications,50,51 for example, as optica
wave guides,38,41,42 optical data storage media,43,44 and
photoresists,37 have also been suggested. However, des
the high activity in this research area, direct structural ch
acterizations at the intermolecular level have been limi
mostly to transferred LB films, as opposed to their LM cou
terparts, partly due to experimental difficulties involved w
studying liquid surfaces.23 As Motschmannet al.23 pointed
out, the elucidation of LM structures as the state immedia
prior to LB-deposition is an important step that may provi
additional insights on controlling LB multilayer structures

We report here the results of Brewster angle microsc
~BAM ! and extensive x-ray scattering studies conductedin
situ on LMs formed by both monodisperse and polydispe
poly~g-benzyl L-glutamate! ~PBLG!,12,13,18,25 emphasizing
the changes in their microscopic structures with lateral co
pression. The principal results are as follows:~i! Direct mi-
croscopic characterization of the first-order monolaye
bilayer transition. This transition was originally inferre
from the presence of a plateau region of constantP in the
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surface pressure~P! vs area/monomer~A! isotherms of the
PBLG LM.11,12,18Further indirect evidence was provided b
Takenakaet al.,18 who LB-deposited the same number
PBLG layers onto solid substrates from both the ‘‘bilaye
and ‘‘monolayer’’ regions in the isotherm and found the ra
of their measured total thicknesses to be;1.7. In the present
study, x-ray specular reflectivity~XR! was employed to di-
rectly measure the average electron density profiles ac
the water–PBLG LM–gas interface for both of the region
The results show that the numbers of molecules per unit a
in the two layers of a bilayer are not the same.~ii ! The
in-plane arrangement of these PBLG rods parallel to the
ter surface was probed by the GID technique. Evidence fo
partial alignment of these rods within the LM plane is pr
vided by observation of a relatively broad peak at a scatte
wave vector (;2p/d) that is consistent with the expecte
d-spacing between neighboring parallela-helices. In this
connection, the dependence of the interhelix distance oP
andA, the limited extent of in-plane positional correlation
as well as the incommensurability of the two layers in t
bilayer are discussed.~iii ! Microscopic lateral inhomogene
ities within both PBLG monolayers and bilayers were stu
ied using an x-ray off-specular diffuse scattering~XOSDS!
technique. The XOSDS intensities observed from the bila
have been found to exceed the values theoretically expe
for a homogeneous bilayer with thermal capillary wave flu
tuations. The excess scattering is explained quantitativel
terms of inhomogeneities in the newly formed second lay

Finally, one of the issues that motivated the pres
study is concerned with the effect of sample dispersity
PBLG LM structures. The lyotropic liquid crystalline beha
ior of conventional polydisperse PBLG in 3D has be
known since the late 1950s;28,52–59in particular, in addition
to the usual cholesteric phase,28,52–56,58,59the observations of
nematic53,54,60 and columnar57 phases have been reporte
Recently, Tirrellet al.61 demonstrated that unlike the poly
disperse case, the monodisperse PBLG in both bulk solut
and solution cast films exhibits a smecticlike liquid cryst
line order. Their x-ray diffraction results clearly indicate
that the smectic layers had a thickness close to the lengt
these rodlike molecules, and this has been attributed to
narrow size distribution in the monodisperse sample.61 The
present study extends the investigation of such dispersity
fects into 2D. In contrast to the 3D case, both XR and G
results on LMs show very little dependence on the sam
dispersity; in particular, no evidence for smectic layering h
been found for monodisperse PBLG LMs.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Sec. II d
scribes the experimental methods used. The XOSDS sub
tion provides a more detailed discussion elucidating a
cently developed analysis procedure used to quantitativ
distinguish homogeneous and inhomogeneous liquid
faces. In Sec. III, the experimental results of theP-A iso-
therm, BAM, and x-ray scattering measurements are p
sented and discussed. The x-ray subsection is divided
three parts:~i! XR, ~ii ! GID, and~iii ! XOSDS. In Sec. IV, the
main conclusions from this study are summarized.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND ANALYSIS
METHODS

A. Sample, Langmuir trough, and P-A isotherms

The polydisperse sample of PBLG@MW 26 000 ~vis!;
DP 119, PDI 1.5# was purchased from Sigma Chemical C
The monodisperse sample@MW 16 700; DP 76# was synthe-
sized using the recombinant DNA method described in
et al.61 The PBLG molecule, due to itsa-helix conformation,
resembles a rigid rodlike structure, whose rod diamete
;13 Å.61 The length of the PBLG rod is about 115 Å for th
monodisperse sample61 and on the order of 150 Å for the
polydisperse case.

The Langmuir troughs and the film deposition and co
pression methods used have been described previously.27,62,63

Both the trough and the moveable barrier are made of tefl
and the surface pressureP is measured with a Wilhelmy
balance. For all of the measurements, pure water subp
~Milli-Q quality ! was used, and the temperature was ma
tained at 22 °C to 23 °C. For theP-A isotherm measure
ments, the sealed aluminum box enclosing the trough ass
bly was filled with high purity N2 gas. During the x-ray
measurements, high purity He gas was used instead of N2 to
reduce background scattering. A PBLG monolayer was p
pared by spreading a pure chloroform or 3%- trifluoroace
acid/97%-chloroform mixture~% by volume! solution of
PBLG on water at a specific area equal to or larger than
Å2/monomer.64 The PBLG concentration in the spreading s
lutions used ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mg/mL, and the volu
of the solution spread ranged from 50 to 200mL. No signifi-
cant dependence on the concentration and the spread vo
was found in any of the measurements performed during
study.

P-A isotherms were measured using both continu
and relaxation methods.27,62,63 The two methods differ on
whether or not the film is allowed to relax after each co
pression step. During a relaxation scan, the surface pres
was monitored every minute while the film relaxed at a giv
fixed area/monomerA. When the surface pressure chan
over five minutes was less than 0.05 dyn/cm, a final surf
pressure measurement was recorded, and the next com
sion step was taken. In a continuous scan, the film was c
pressed at a constant rate, and the surface pressure was
sured immediately after each compression step. The ba
speeds used in both compression methods correspond
compression rates ranging from 0.005 to 0.
Å2/monomer-s. During x-ray experiments, the continuo
method was used for compression from one area of inte
to the next, but the film was allowed to relax after the tar
area/monomer was reached.

B. Brewster-angle microscope „BAM …

The BAM setup used has been described previously.27,63

A p-polarized laser beam~argon-ion laser,l5488 nm!
strikes the LM surface at the Brewster condition for the b
water surface~an incident angle of 53.3° from the surfac
normal!. The nonzero reflected intensity caused by the pr
ence of a monolayer was used to image the LM coated
face. The reflected beam was passed through an achrom
.
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lens with a focal length of 175 mm, and the image w
recorded by a CCD camera, placed at;1450 mm from the
lens. With this setup, a surface area of;0.86 mm31.1 mm
on the illuminated LM surface was captured in each image
a magnification of 7.3 and a resolution of 20mm.

C. X-ray scattering techniques

The x-ray scattering experiments were carried out us
the Harvard/BNL liquid surface spectrometer62 at Beamline
X22B, National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven N
tional Laboratory. The general scattering geometry is illu
trated in Fig. 1. Highly collimated monochromatic x-rays
wavelengthl51.55 Å and incident wave vectork in strike
the LM surface at an incident anglea. The scattered x-rays
are characterized by an output wave vectorkout, an angleb
to the surface and an angle 2u to the plane of incidence. The
difference between the incident and output wave vectors
fines the wave vector transfer,q5kout2k in . The Cartesian
components ofq are

qz5k@sin~a!1sin~b!#

qx5k cos~b!sin~2u! ~1!

qy5k@cos~b!cos~2u!2cos~a!#

wherek52p/l. In particular, the component parallel to th
LM surface is equal to

qxy5Aqx
21qy

2

5kAcos2~a!1cos2~b!22 cos~a!cos~b!cos~2u!. ~2!

The following scattering techniques were used.

1. X-ray specular reflectivity (XR)

In XR, the specularly reflected intensityI is measured as
a function of the incident anglea or wave vector transfer
qz5(4p/l)sin(a) along the surface normal while maintain
ing the specular reflection condition given byb5a and 2u
50 or equivalentlyqxy50. A pair of crossed Huber slits o
width W53 mm and heightH52.5 mm, located approxi-
mately L;620 mm from the sample center, were placed
front of a NaI scintillation detector to define its angular a
ceptancedb;H/L;0.23° andd(2u);W/L;0.28°. The
background due to bulk scattering from the subphase

FIG. 1. General x-ray scattering geometry. The surface lies in thex-y plane.
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scattering from sample cell windows and gas in the be
path was accounted for by subtracting the intensities m
sured atb5a with 2u offsets of 60.3°. The result of the

subtraction, i.e., DI (a)5I (a,2u50)2( 1
2)@ I (a,10.3°)

1I (a,20.3°)#, was normalized to the incident beam inte
sity I 0 to obtain the measured specular reflectivityR(qz).

For water as the subphase, the critical wave vector
total reflection is equal toqc50.0218 Å21, and the corre-
sponding critical angle of incidence isac50.154° for l
51.55 Å. Forqz /qc.4;5 ~qz.;0.1 Å21 for water!, the
specular reflectivityR(qz) from a macroscopically homoge
neous surface is well described by the Born approxima
expression4,5,65

R~qz!

RF~qz!
>UE

2`

1`

dz
d

dzF ^r~z!&
r`

Ge2 iqzzU2

, ~3!

where^r(z)& is theaverageelectron density profile~‘‘aver-
age’’ over the appropriate coherence lengths in thex-y plane!
across the interface at heightz along the surface normal, an
r` is the electron density in the bulk subphase~r`

50.334 electrons/Å3 for water!. RF(qz) is the Fresnel reflec
tivity expected from an ideally flat and sharp bulk–gas int
face, which can be expressed as

RF~qz!>Uqz2Aqz
22qc

2

qz1Aqz
22qc

2U2

. ~4!

For qz<qc , Eq. ~4! results in total external reflectio
(RF(qz)51), and for qz@qc , it decays algebraically a
RF(qz)'(qc/2qz)

4.

2. Grazing incidence diffraction (GID)

For GID, x-rays are incident on the surface at an an
a,ac , such that the total reflection condition is maintaine
This results in an evanescent wave on the bulk side of
interface and thereby suppresses the scattering from the
relative to the surface. The scattered intensity is measure
a function of 2u ~or qxy! while maintainingb;0 ~or qz;0!.
Structures periodic in the surface plane with a repeat dista
d result in a diffraction peak atqxy52p/d. Most of the GID
data were collected using a fixed incident angle ofa
50.12° and Soller slits in front of the NaI scintillator dete
tor. The Soller slits had a horizontal angular acceptance
d(2u);0.16°, corresponding to an in-plane FWHM~full
width at half maximum! resolution ofdqxy;0.012 Å21. The
vertical opening of the Soller slits~limited to 18 mm! corre-
sponded to the integration of scattered signals overDb
;1.7° orDqz;0.12 Å21.

As a result of the finite width of the horizontal detect
opening (W56 mm) and the narrow 2u resolution of the
Soller slits, when 2u is large enough, the detector only view
a fraction of the illuminated path (L f;40 mm) along the LM
surface. For 2u.W/L f;8.6° ~or qxy.;0.6 Å21!, this frac-
tion varies as 1/sin(2u), yielding a measured intensity pro
portional to qxy

213~2D structure factor!. In addition to the
specularly reflected signal, there is also a background du
scattering of the incident and totally reflected beams by
entrance and exit Kapton windows of the sample cell~sepa-
rated byLw516.5 cm along the beam! as well as from the
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gas in the beam path. Fortunately, for 2u.W/Lw52.1° ~or
qxy.0.15 Å21!, the detector resolution screens out the sc
tering from the two windows and the observed backgroun
almost entirely due to the He gas and water vapor above
surface. The measured intensity from this also varies roug
as qxy

21 due to the decrease in the length of the beam p
viewed by the detector.

For rod scans,5 theqxy ~or 2u! position of the detector is
held at the center of a GID peak, and the scattered intens
along qz ~or b!, which depend on molecular scale dens
correlationsnormal to the surface, are measured. Howeve
unlike XR, they are sensitive only to the in-plane order
regions of the surface that give rise to the GID peak. Fo
LM with no molecular tilt, the intensity falls slowly withqz

on the scale ofl 21, wherel is the molecular length along th
surface normal. In the rod scan experiment, the data w
collected using a Braun position-sensitive linear detec
with a quartz wire along theb-direction. The background
which was nearly all due to scattering from the He gas a
water vapor, was eliminated by subtracting similar scans
only differed in that the LM surface was lowered to 2 m
below the incident beam.

3. X-ray off-specular diffuse scattering (XOSDS) from
liquid surfaces

In a typical small-angle XOSDS experiment, the inte
sity scattered from a given surface is measured within
plane of incidence~2u50 or qx50! at non-specular condi
tions, i.e.,aÞb or qyÞ0. The nonzeroqy component of the
wave vector transferparallel to the surface typically range
from 1025 to 1022 Å 21, which is limited by the detector
resolution and low counting rates, respectively. Therefo
XOSDS is sensitive to lateral density fluctuations over
surface on submicron length scales, including interfac
height fluctuations.

In this study, ab-scan method was used in which th
scattered intensityI (a,b,2u50) was measured as a functio
of b at constanta. Sinceqz is varied simultaneously with
qy , b-scans are also sensitive to the density profile along
surface normal. The experimental setup was identical to
for XR except that a vertical detector slit size ofH
51.0 mm was used. This setup provided angular dete
resolutions ofdb5H/L50.092° andd(2u)5W/L50.28°,
which are related to reciprocal space resolutions thro
dqy;(2p/l)sin(b)db and dqx;(2p/l)d(2u). As in XR,
background intensities measured with 2u offsets of 62ub

560.3° were subtracted from the intensity measured atu
50 and the same~a, b!. The result was normalized to th
incident beam intensityI 0 to obtain the measured normalize
intensity difference

DI ~a,b!

I 0
5

1

I 0
H I ~a,b,2u50!2

1

2
@ I ~a,b,2u512ub!

1I ~a,b,2u522ub!#J . ~5!

A characteristic feature of liquid surfaces, including L
systems, is the presence of capillary waves, that is, therm
excited fluctuations in the liquid–vapor interfacial heig
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h(r xy), which give rise to thermal diffuse scattering~TDS!.
The capillary waves cause the interfacial height-height c
relation functiong(r xy)5^@h(r xy)2h(0)#2& to vary loga-
rithmically with the distancer xy along the surface66–68 for
r xy smaller than a gravitationally imposed cutoff~;mm! and
large compared to the molecular sized ~;Å!. Consequently,
for h5(kBT/2pg)qz

2,2, whereg is the surface tension, th
scattering cross section is characterized by an algebraic
gularity of the form 1/qxy

22h , without a true specular term
@;d (2)(qxy)#.66,67 Because of this power-law behavior, th
capillary wave TDS is a primary source of small-ang
XOSDS from liquid surfaces. Therefore, in order to pro
noncapillary lateral inhomogeneities occurring in a LM film
their contribution to the XOSDS intensities needs to be qu
titatively separable from the capillary-wave TDS.

A given LM is laterally homogeneous if the heights
all interfaces~water–layer, layer–gas, etc.! are conformal
with the capillary fluctuations and if there is no dens
variation within the surface. In such cases, the local elec
densityrT50(r xy ,z8), which can be defined conceptually b
considering a nonuniform frame in which capillary fluctu
tions are absent@i.e., z85z2h(r xy)#, is equal to its lateral
averagê rT50(z8)&. This average ‘‘intrinsic’’ or local elec-
tron density profilê rT50(z8)& is to be distinguished from
the total average density profilêr(z)& defined in Eq.~3!,
which is obtained from the convolution of^rT50(z8)& with
the capillary wave height distribution$h(r xy)%. It has re-
cently been shown that for small-angle scattering from a
mogeneous liquid surface, a properly normalized form of
differential cross section is given by69,70

1

A0
S ds

dV D
hmg

'
1

16p2 S qc

2 D 4 TF~a!TF~b!

qz
2 sin~a!

3uF0~qz!u2
2ph

qxy
2 S qxy

qmax
D h

, ~6!

for h5(kBT/2pg)qz
2,2, where A0 is the cross-sectiona

area of the incident beam, andTF(a)5(2a/ac)
2ARF(a) is

the Fresnel transmission factor.66 The upper cutoff wave vec
tor qmax is determined by the condition that the number
capillary wave modes is on the order of the number of m
ecules per unit surface area. This is equivalent to fix
qmax;2p/d, whered is on the order of the intermolecula
distance. A surface structure factorF0(qz) is defined as69,70

F0~qz!5E dz
d

dzF ^rT50~z!&
r`

Gexp~2 iqzz!. ~7!

Therefore, apart from the effect of layering and local int
facial diffuseness contained inF0(qz), scattering from a ho-
mogeneous LM is still described by the characteristic pow
law 1/qxy

22h of the capillary-wave TDS.
If the LM is laterally inhomogeneous, the local electron

density deviates from the lateral average so t
drT50(r xy ,z8)[rT50(r xy ,z8)2^rT50(z8)&Þ0, and there
will be additional scattering in excess of Eq.~6!. This leads
to a nonzerosecond termin the differential cross section
whose general form is given by
r-

in-

-

n

-
e

f
l-
g

-

r

t

1

A0
S ds

dV D
inhmg

5
1

16p2 S qc

2 D 4 1

A0
U E d3r exp~2 iq•r !

3exp~2 iqzh~r xy!!
drT50~r !

r`
U2

. ~8!

In general, the normalized intensityI /I 0 is equal to the
convolution of the differential cross section with an appr
priate instrumental resolution functionJ

I ~a,b,2u!

I 0
5E db8E d~2u8!JV~b2b8;2u22u8!

3
1

A0

ds

dV
~a,b8,2u8!, ~9a!

or equivalently, using the approximationdV'dbd(2u)
'd2qxy /@k2 sin(b)#

I ~q!

I 0
5E d2qxy8

k2 sin~b!
Jq~qxy2qxy8 !

1

A0

ds

dV
~qxy8 !. ~9b!

For a@ac , the physical size of the detector opening is mu
larger than the projection of the illuminated sample area o
the plane of the detector. Therefore, the simple and rea
able choice forJ is a rectangular resolution function whos
center and area correspond to the nominal detector pos
and the angular acceptance defined by the detector slits
spectively

JV~Db;D~2u!!

5H 1 if uDbu<db/2,uD~2u!u<d~2u!/2

0 otherwise
, ~10a!

or equivalently

Jq~Dqx ,Dqy!5H 1 if uDqxu<dqx/2,uDqyu<dqy/2

0 otherwise
.

~10b!

By substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~9!, carrying out the
convolution with the slit-defined resolution function from
Eq. ~10! numerically, and taking the same intensity diffe
ence as in Eq.~5!, one can calculate the homogeneo
capillary-wave contribution@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg to the normal-
ized XOSDS intensity differenceDI (a,b)/I 0 .69–71 The
physical parameters~T, g! and detector resolutions ar
known, andqmax can be estimated from the size of the L
forming molecules. Moreover, since Eq.~6! is also valid for
XR, the factorF0(qz), or the intrinsic profile^rT50(z)&,
can be determined by fitting@DI (a,b5a)/I 0#hmg to the
measured specular reflectivityR(qz).

69,70 Consequently, the
homogeneous contribution@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg can be calcu-
lated with no adjustable parameters. It follows that compa
son between the theoretical curve@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg and the
measured dataDI (a,b)/I 0 provides an unambiguous test o
the homogeneity for a given LM. Any excess scatteri
DI /I 02@DI /I 0#hmg.0 is a measure of surface inhomogen
ities drT50(r xy ,z)Þ0, and can be analyzed in terms of th
convolution of Eq.~8! with the same resolution functions.
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4. X-ray radiation damage

During the x-ray experiments on PBLG LMs, changes
the scattered intensity were observed when the maxim
incident flux ~on the order of 109 photons/s! was used. For
GID, in whicha is small and, therefore, the incident beam
spread over a larger surface area, radiation-induced cha
~often evidenced by the disappearance of a peak! occurred
only after exposing the same spot of the film for many ho
at full intensity. For XR and XOSDS, at the largest values
a measured, the use of high flux led to changes in the
flected intensities after less than 30 min. Subsequently,
cial care was taken to minimize radiation damage by limit

FIG. 2. P-A isotherms atT523 °C for ~a! polydisperse and~b! monodis-
perse PBLG films. In~a!, the solid line~—! is a continuous isotherm, an
the filled circles~d! correspond to a relaxation isotherm. The dots~¯!
show intermediate surface pressures measured during relaxation at fixA.
In ~b!, the solid line~—! is a set of continuous compression/expansion sc
taken on Film-1 during the x-ray scattering experiment. In both~a! and~b!,
the open circles~s! indicate the points at which x-ray scattering measu
ments were carried out.
m

es

s
f
e-
e-

the x-ray exposure through absorbers and carefully moni
ing the scattered signals. There was no indication of fi
damage in any of the results presented here.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. P-A isotherms and surface imaging by BAM

RepresentativeP-A isotherms are shown in Fig. 2~a! for
polydisperse and in Fig. 2~b! for monodisperse PBLG. BAM
images obtained from a polydisperse film are summarize
Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 2~a!, the solid line and the filled circles
correspond to a continuous and a relaxation isotherm, res
tively. The solid line in Fig. 2~b! is a continuous scan take
during the x-ray scattering experiments. In both figures,
P-A positions at which x-ray measurements were carried
are indicated with open circles. The shown isotherms
very similar to those obtained previously by others for po
disperse samples.12,13,18,25,46As indicated in Fig. 2, theP-A
phase diagram can be divided into four main regions, e
exhibiting a different surface pressure variation with co
pression.

In Region I (A.;21 Å2/monomer!, the surface pres-
sure remains zero as the film is compressed. This behavi
due to an incomplete surface coverage, which is clearly e
dent in BAM images from Region I@Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#. As
deposited, LM-coated regions coexist with regions of b
water surface. A typical image Fig. 3~a! reveals that a LM-
coated region itself consists of a network of PBLG islan
~bright! with small gaps of bare water surface in betwe
~dark!. In an epifluorescence microscopy study, Lavig
et al. also observed an aggregation of PBLG molecules i
2D islands at low surface density.25 As a result, compression
in Region I only leads to a reduction in the area of the ga
between PBLG islands, as illustrated in a series of ima
Figs. 3~a!–3~c! taken atA531, 25, 23 Å2/monomer. This
type of compression is consistent with the absence of m
surable surface pressure since it does not alter the mi
scopic structure within the islands themselves. Another
portant BAM observation is that the monolayer is solidli
as indicated by the intricate shapes of the island–wa
boundaries which would not be expected for a fluid mon
layer.

Region II (;18.5 Å2/monomer,A,;21 Å2/mono-
mer! is characterized by an increase in the surface pres
aboveP;0. Given the PBLG rod diameter of about 13 Å61

and thea-helix pitch of 1.5 Å/monomer along the rod axi
one expects a limiting area/monomer ofAlim;19.5

s

-

FIG. 3. BAM images taken atA5(a) 31,~b! 25, ~c! 23,
and~d! 20 Å2/monomer. The images~a!–~c! are in Re-
gion I of theP-A isotherm, while~d! is in Region II.
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Å 2/monomer for a close packed monolayer of PBLG ro
lying down parallel to the water–gas interface.25 The fact
that thisAlim value falls into Region II, where theP increase
is observed, provides indirect evidence for both the sin
molecule thickness of the film in Regions I and II and t
parallel-to-surface orientation of the PBLG rods. In Regi
II, the entire surface is uniformly covered with the PBL
LM. A typical BAM image Fig. 3~d!, taken at A
520 Å2/monomer, also shows that the LM surface has
come more or less homogeneous. Since the bare area
served in Region I are now absent, compression in Regio
should result in a microscopic reduction in the intermole
lar distance within the 2D plane.

Region III (;11.5 Å2/monomer,A,;18.5 Å2/mono-
mer! of the isotherm is characterized by a plateau of infin
compressibility (x52A21

•dA/dP5`), which signifies a
first-order phase transition between two coexisting pha
Since the ratio of the area/monomer values at the two end
this coexistence region is close to two, the second ph
coexisting with the monolayer phase has been assumed
a bilayer.11,12,18,25Further compression into Region IV (A
,;11.5 Å2/monomer! results in a surface pressure increa
in the continuous isotherms. However, the relaxation eff
is now more significant. When the film is left to relax at
constant area/monomer in this region, surface pressure
creases almost to the plateau value. As indicated by the o
circles in Fig. 2, x-ray measurements in Region IV we
made on relaxed films.

Figure 4 shows BAM images taken atA513.3 Å2/
monomer in Region III. As shown in Fig. 4~b!, a region of
inhomogeneity~confined to less than 1 cm along the com
pression direction! was found in which ridge or steplike mor
phologies ran more or less parallel to the moveable bar
~i.e., perpendicular to the compression direction!. The im-
ages@see Fig. 4~c!# taken from the stationary edge side
this inhomogeneous region are very similar to those obtai
for the monolayer in Region II. However, the intensity r
flected from the moveable barrier side of the surface@see
Fig. 4~a!# is consistently higher than that from the other sid
These observations indicate that the monolayer coexists

FIG. 4. BAM images taken atA513.3 Å2/monomer in Region III. The
moveable barrier and the trough edge on the opposite side, both of w
run parallel to the vertical edges of the images, are located;6.5 cm to the
left and 5 cm to the right of image~b!, respectively. Images~a! and~c! were
taken from spots that were less than 1 cm away from the image~b! spot,
with ~a! being on the barrier side and~c! being on the opposite side. Th
sensitivity of the CCD camera used here@the same for~a!–~c!# is lower than
that in Fig. 3.
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a thicker phase in Region III. Moreover, the coexistence
not uniform over the surface. While the stationary edge s
of the surface is mostly still a monolayer, the film on th
moveable barrier side seems to be dominated by a thic
phase. This suggests that the formation of the second thi
phase starts preferably at the moving barrier and grows
allel to the compression direction.22 Evidence that this sec
ond phase is in fact a bilayer is provided by the XR results
be discussed below.

During the BAM study, birefringence effects were als
investigated by placing an analyzing polarizer after the i
aging lens. However, no clear evidence was found for opt
anisotropy within the PBLG films. This seems to sugges
lack of long-range orientational order and the absence
large oriented domains within the film. However, it may al
be due to a relatively small difference between the refrac
indices in the directions parallel and perpendicular to
molecular axes.38,39,41,72

ch

FIG. 5. Measured specular reflectivity normalized to the Fresnel reflecti
of an ideally flat and sharp water–gas interface for~a! monodisperse and~b!
polydisperse PBLG films. In~a!, the shownR/RF data were obtained atA
~d!: 21.7 Å2/monomer, 0.4 dyn/cm;B ~j!: 18.7 Å2/monomer, 9.3 dyn/cm;
C ~m!: 11.5 Å2/monomer, 11.6 dyn/cm. In~b!, the data were obtained atA8
~s!: 20.2 Å2/monomer, 2.5 dyn/cm;B8 ~h!: 19.2 Å2/monomer, 7.8 dyn/cm;
C8 ~n!: 9.7 Å2/monomer, 8.8 dyn/cm. The solid curves~—! in ~a! and ~b!
are best fits given by Eq.~3! and the box-modeltotal average electron
density profileŝ r(z)&/r` shown in~c!. The dashed lines~–––! in ~b! for
the polydisperse film are best fits based on Eq.~6! and the box-model av-
eragelocal electron density profileŝrT50(z)&/r` shown in the insets in
Figs. 12~a! and 13~a!.
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TABLE I. The list of best-fit parameters used to fit the measuredR/RF data, where the fits are based o
Gaussian-smeared box models for the average electron density profile^r(z)&/r` across the water–PBLG–ga
interface. The parameter designations are as follows.~a! Single-layer box model for PBLG monolayers: Laye
thickness,l 1 ; relative electron density in the layer,f15r1 /r` ; water–layer and layer–gas interfacial roug
ness,sw1 , s1g . ~b! Double-layer box model for PBLG bilayers: Layer-1 and layer-2 thickness,l 1 , l 2 ; layer-1
and layer-2 relative electron density,f15r1 /r` , f25r2 /r` ; water–layer-1, layer-1–layer-2, and layer-2
gas interfacial roughness,sw1 , s12 , s2g .

~a! Single-layer box models for monolayers

Dispersity
A

@Å2/monomer#
^P&

@dyn/cm# f15r1 /r`

l 1

@Å#
sw1

@Å#
s1g

@Å#

A mono 21.7 0.4 1.3960.09 10.661.0 2.6760.5 3.1460.5
B mono 18.7 9.3 1.3960.06 11.860.8 3.1260.4 3.3560.23
A8 poly 20.2 2.5 1.4060.08 11.160.9 2.6660.5 3.1460.5
B8 poly 19.2 7.8 1.3460.04 12.160.5 2.3160.4 3.1860.2

~b! Double-layer box models for bilayers

Disp.
A

@Å2/mon.#
^P&

@dyn/cm# f1 f2

l 1

@Å#
l 2

@Å#
sw1

@Å#
s12

@Å#
s2g

@Å#

C mono 11.5 11.6 1.60 0.57 11.6 13.4 2.61 3.17 4.
60.10 60.10 60.6 60.8 60.7 60.9 61.0

C8 poly 9.7 8.8 1.57 0.81 12.5 13.6 2.24 2.64 6.7
60.04 60.13 60.6 60.6 60.5 60.6 60.9
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B. X-ray scattering results

1. X-ray specular reflectivity (XR)

Representative reflectivity data are shown in Fig. 5~a!
for monodisperse and Fig. 5~b! for polydisperse PBLG Lang
muir films. The threeR/RF curves in each figure correspon
to: A low-P film in Region II, near the I/II boundary
(A,A8); a high-P film in Region II, near the II/III boundary
(B,B8); and a film in Region IV, on the high-density side
the coexistence region (C,C8). The results are nearly inde
pendent of the sample dispersity. The oscillation rate~in qz!
of theR/RF curvesC andC8 is higher by about a factor of 2
than that for the curvesA, B, A8, andB8. This implies that
PBLG films in Region IV are about twice as thick as those
Region II.

Quantitative fitting of each reflectivity curve was don
by constructing a simple ‘‘box’’ model4,5,27 for the relative
average electron density profile^r(z)&/r` across the water–
PBLG–gas interface. In a single-layer box model, a layer
thicknessl 1 and densityr1 /r`5f1 is assumed between th
bulk subphase below (r/r`51) and the gas above (r/r`

50), and the water–layer and layer–gas interfaces
smeared out with Gaussian roughnessessw1 and s1g , re-
spectively. In a double-layer box model, a second layer
thicknessl 2 and densityr2 /r`5f2 is added on top of the
first layer; the Gaussian roughnesses for the layer-1–lay
and layer-2–gas interfaces are designated ass12 and s2g ,
respectively.

Using these models, theR/RF data have been fit to th
Born approximation expression@Eq. ~3!# for qz>0.1 Å21.
The single-layer model was used for the PBLG films in R
gion II ~A, B; A8, B8!, while the double-layer model wa
necessary to obtain good fits in Region IV~C, C8!. The
best-fitR/RF curves are shown as the solid lines in Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!. The corresponding density profiles^r(z)&/r` are
shown in Fig. 5~c!, and the best-fit parameters are listed
Table I. As evident in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, the reflectivity
f

re

f

-2

-

data are well described by the simple box models. In so
cases, there are small residual deviations between the
and the fits at largeqz ~where the error bars are large!. Al-
though the use of more sophisticated models or increa
number of parameters could further improve the fitting, t
improvement would only appear in fine structural details t
would not affect the principal physical interpretations.

It is evident from Fig. 5~c! and Table I~a! that both the
monodisperse and polydisperse PBLG films in Region
~A, B; A8, B8! are monolayers with their layer thicknessesl 1

being comparable to the PBLG rod diameter of;13 Å, as
expected. Theoretically, since the PBLG molecule conta
116 electrons/monomer, one expects the surface densit
electrons originating from a PBLG monolayer to increa
from 5.4 to 6.3 electrons/Å2 as the specific area is reduce
from A521.5 to 18.5 Å2/monomer. Experimentally, the sur
face electron density is given roughly by the integrated a
under the single-layer box~i.e., ;r`•f1• l 1!. The latter ex-
perimentally derived estimates of surface electron dens
are within 10% of the theoretically expected values, indic
ing that the values for the monolayer thickness and den
parameters are physically reasonable. As for the roughn
parameters, for all of the PBLG monolayers in Region II, t
layer–gas interface (s1g) is just slightly rougher or more
diffuse than the water–layer interface (sw1). These rough-
ness values are comparable to the capillary-wave rough
of about 2.5 Å for the water–gas interface measured with
same instrumental resolution.73,74 Finally, the main effect of
compression in Region II~A→B; A8→B8! is to thicken the
monolayer slightly, which is consistent with both close pac
ing and microscopic compression. The fact that the prod
A3 l 1 , which should be constant for a fixed amount of m
terial, varies by about 4% between scans$A,A8% and$B,B8%
is probably a measure of confidence one can have in
very simple model. These results establish that in Regio
the PBLG molecules form a stable monomolecular layer
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water with their rod axes parallel to the surface.
By contrast, both monodisperse and polydisperse PB

films in Region IV are no longer monolayers. If the X
results are taken at face value, the conclusion would be
the relaxed film in this region is a bilayer characterized b
low-density second layer on top of a dense first layer@Fig.
5~c!#. In fact, as already mentioned, there is evidence that
film is not homogeneous in this region, and the proper qu
titative interpretation of the best fit density profile is n
clear. On the other hand, theqz positions of the minima and
maxima of theR/RF curves depend only on the film thick
ness and not on the average density. The fact that the re
tivity can be well fit by the double-layer box model do
indicate that the thickness of this second layer obtained f
the best fits is reliable.

Based on the parameters listed in Table I~b!, the follow-
ing observations can be made: First, the thickness~l 1 or l 2!
of each of the two layers is comparable to the PBLG r
diameter of;13 Å. This strongly suggests that the PBL
molecules in the bilayer are confined within one or the ot
of the two layers and are still oriented parallel to the surfa
Secondly, for all the bilayers measured in Region IV, t
magnitude of the second layer densities (f2) was found to
be only 30%–50% of the first layer densities (f1). This
implies that on the average a smaller number of PBLG m
ecules occupy the top layer than the bottom layer. It is p
sible that the reflectivity arises from only some fraction
the film that is a homogeneous bilayer. The remainder co
be a monolayer, but it is also possible that a sizeable frac
of the film consists of thicker aggregates that do not refle
Thirdly, f1 for the bilayers in Region IV is about 15%
greater than the monolayer densities in Region II. All
these observations together suggest that as the film is c
pressed through Region III into IV, some of the PBLG mo
ecules are pushed up from the monolayer into the sec
layer above, with others possibly pushed into even thic
aggregates. At the same time the first layer becomes slig
more packed than the monolayer in Region II. Moreov
throughout this process, the PBLG rods remain paralle
the interfacial plane.

There are a few other points to be made regarding
bilayers in Region IV. First,l 2 is slightly larger~by 1 to 2 Å!
than l 1 . Moreover, the roughnesss2g for the second layer–
gas interface is greater than those for the other two interfa
by more than 1 Å, giving a more diffuse appearance to
second layer–gas interface in the density profile. Consid
ing that the molecules in the second layer have been pu
out of the monolayer upon compression, it may be poss
that not all the PBLG rods in the second layer are locate
the same height and some may not be oriented perfectly
allel to the interface. It is also important to note that the le
dense second layer may be more susceptible to lateral
sity fluctuations over the surface. All of these points imp
that the bilayer in Region IV is more likely to be microscop
cally inhomogeneous than the monolayer in Region II. T
issue is considered more quantitatively in the XOSDS s
tion below.
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2. Grazing incidence diffraction (GID)

Figure 6 is representative of wide GID scans taken
PBLG films. In order to account for the variation in th
length of the beam path~i.e., the incident and totally re
flected beam! viewed by the detector, the plotted quantity
qxy3 intensity. For most values ofqxy , the detected signal is
attributed almost entirely to the background~filled circles!.
However, scattering from the film shows a structure arou
qxy;0.5 Å21 that clearly rises above the background. Itsqxy

position corresponds to a characteristic lateral distance od
;13 Å, which is close to the nearest-neighbor distance
12.6 Å observed in the bulk smectic phase of PBLG.61 This
repeat distance is comparable to the rod diameter of the m
ecule, and its presence indicates parallel alignment of PB
helices within the LM plane. Rotation of the film about th
surface normal showed no indication of variations in t
peak intensities, i.e., the scattering from the illuminat
sample area viewed by the detector~on the order of
1 mm340 mm atqxy;0.5 Å21! corresponded to a powde
average with no evidence for large oriented domains.75

No other diffraction peaks were observed during t
GID experiment. In particular, no evidence was found
smectic layering in the monodisperse PBLG films. Given
molecular length of about 115 Å for the monodisper
PBLG,61 the presence of one-dimensional smectic lay
within the 2D plane would be signaled by a peak atqxy

;0.055 Å21. No such peak was found in the GID data,
indicated by the arrow in the inset to Fig. 6. However, the
is a small possibility that a smectic peak was obscured
relatively high background in the smallqxy region. Although
this cannot be absolutely ruled out, the above result seem

FIG. 6. The open circles~s! show typical wide-range GID data from a
PBLG film. This particular scan was measured on a monodisperse P
film at (A,^P&)5(11.2 Å2/monomer, 9.8 dyn/cm). The filled circles~d!
show a background scan. The inset is an enlargement of a smallqxy portion
of the same data, shown with a different vertical scale. The arrow~↓! at
qxy50.055 Å21 indicates where a GID peak would be found if monodi
perse PBLG molecules~rod length;115 Å! were to form smectic layers
within the film. In the figures, the detected signal~apart from the structure
nearqxy50.5 Å21! is dominated by diffuse scattering from the surface f
qxy,;0.048 Å21; small-angle scattering from the Kapton windows of th
sample cell for;0.048 Å21,qxy,0.15 Å21; and scattering by gas abov
the surface forqxy.0.15 Å21.
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suggest that if there exists monodispersity-induced sme
order as observed in 3D,61 the extent of such ordering mus
be small in the PBLG LM.

Representative interhelix peaks aroundqxy;0.5 Å21

from different regions in theP-A isotherms are shown in
Fig. 7 for both mono- and polydisperse samples. The sa
qualitative behavior is observed regardless of sample dis
sity. A peak is already present in Region I, without exter
pressure. In Region II, the peak shifts to largerqxy with
increasingP. In the plateau region~III !, little or no shift is
observed. Finally, on the denser side of coexistence in
gion IV, a weaker and broadersecondpeak appears a
slightly smaller qxy . Quantitative analysis of these pea
was done by fitting the observed GID patterns to one~Re-
gions I–III! or two ~Region IV! Lorentzians with constan
and linear background terms. Best fits are shown as s
lines in Fig. 7. Integrated intensities~area under the peak!
and peak widths do not follow any consistent trend a
function of A or P. However, the peak positionsqxy5q0 ,
and therefore, the interhelix distancesd52p/q0

5l/@2 sin(u0)#, display a distinct behavior in each of th
four regions that is quantitatively similar for both mono- a
polydisperse PBLG films.

Figures 8 and 9 summarize the dependence of the in
helix d-spacing on bothA and P, obtained from measure
ments on two separate monodisperse PBLG films. Fig
8~b! shows the Region II part of Fig. 8~a!. The compression–
expansion sequence used for each film is as follows: Film
was compressed first up toA518.8 Å2/monomer ~open
circles!, expanded back to 20.2 Å2/monomer~filled circles!,

FIG. 7. Representative interhelix GID peaks from different regions in
P-A isotherms, for both monodisperse~left! and polydisperse~right! PBLG
films. Area/monomer~A, in Å2! and surface pressure~P, in dyn/cm! values
for the individual scans are indicated on the right side in each figure.
solid curves~—! are best fits to one~Regions I–III! or two ~Region IV!
Lorentzians with constant and linear background terms.
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and then compressed across Region III into IV~squares!.
Film-2 was compressed from Regions I–IV without interm
diate expansion~triangles!. At a given fixedA, two or more
GID scans were typically taken, and the interhelix distan
obtained from all the scans are presented together in Fig
and 9. A PBLG monolayer~Regions I and II! is character-
ized by a singled-spacing, while a bilayer~Region IV! is

e

e

FIG. 8. ~a! Interhelix d-spacing as a function of area/monomer, obtain
from GID scans on two separate monodisperse PBLG films~Film-1 and
Film-2!. In Region IV,d1 andd2 indicate the two sets ofd-spacings corre-
sponding to the two GID peaks observed from bilayers. The data f
Film-1 are separated into the first compression sequence (s,A
>18.8 Å2/monomer!, the expansion sequence (d,18.8<A<20.2 Å2/
monomer!, and the second compression sequence~h for d1 , j for d2!. The
data for Film-2, which was compressed without intermediate expansion
indicated by triangles~n for d1 , m for d2!. ~b! An enlargement of Region
II part of ~a!. The solid line~—! and the dashed curve~–––! describe a
linear (A}d) and a quadratic (A}d2) relationship between area/monome
and interhelixd-spacing, respectively, where each curve was assumed t
through the point (A,d)5(18.5 Å2/monomer, 12.6 Å!.

FIG. 9. Interhelixd-spacing as a function of surface pressure, obtained fr
GID scans on two separate monodisperse PBLG films~Film-1 and Film-2!.
The data from Film-1 are separated into the first compression sequence~s!,
the expansion sequence~d!, and the second compression sequence~h for
d1 , j for d2!. The data for Film-2 are indicated by triangles~n for d1 , m

for d2!.
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associated with twod-spacings. The latter correspond to t
two GID peaks observed and are labeled asd1 ~the first
peak! andd2 ~the second peak at smallerqxy!.

The observation of a well defined interhelix distance
Region I (P50) indicates that after being spread on wat
PBLG molecules spontaneously aggregate and align th
selves with their near neighbors to form 2D islands.
shown in Fig. 8~a!, the d-spacing in this region remains a
most unchanged atd;13.6 Å. This is consistent with the
earlier suggestion that due to an incomplete surface co
age, macroscopic compression does not lead to microsc
compression in Region I. The interhelix distance here
slightly larger than the value ofd512.6 Å observed in the
3D smectic phase.61 In addition to the absence of extern
pressure in Region I, this could be due to the smaller num
of nearest neighbors in 2D.

In Region II (P.0), macroscopic compression does r
sult in a microscopic reduction of the interhelix distanc
with the smallestd-spacing ofd;12.6 Å occurring at the
Region II/III boundary. This is consistent with both a ma
roscopically full surface coverage expected for a clos
packed LM~BAM ! and a small increase in monolayer thic
nessl 1 with compression in Region II~XR!. In Fig. 8~b!, the
two lines represent two extreme cases for a possible c
pression mode, assuming that they go through the p
(A,d)5(18.5 Å2/monomer, 12.6 Å). The solid line assum
a linear relationship betweend andA, such that compressio
only reduces the interhelix distance perpendicular to the l
axes of the helices; the dashed line assumes isotropic c
pression, i.e.,d}AA. Unfortunately, the slopes for these tw
possibilities seem to bracket the data, and it is not possib
distinguish between them. Nevertheless, the molecules
pear to remain confined to a monolayer throughout Reg
II. As for the P dependence, using the data points from
first compression sequence~open circles and triangles in Fig
9!, the average in-plane interhelix compressibility is es
mated to bex52d21(Dd/DP);831023 cm/dyn in Re-
gion II.

The P-A isotherm in Region II shows only small relax
ation for P and is reversible with little hysteresis. Howeve
note that thed vs A and d vs P curves are not perfectly
reversible in this region. Figures 8~b! and 9 show that expan
sion ~filled circles! leads to relaxation of thed-spacing to
values larger than those during the initial compression.
the other hand, the second compression points~open squares!
appear to follow the expansion curve, indicating a sma
hysteresis in the expansion–recompression cycle than in
first compression–expansion cycle. Relaxation effects
also be seen in the time dependence. Figure 10 show
gradual increase in thed-spacing with time~after the trough
barrier was stopped! at two fixed values ofA in Region II.
One possible explanation for these observations may be
the monolayer initially compressed to Region II conta
many ‘‘defects’’ at the intermolecular level. For example,
there were defects such as holes between the ends of he
or between misaligned domains, the lateral interhelix co
pression necessary to attain a given macroscopic area w
be greater than in the absence of holes. If this were so,
the relaxation of the interhelixd-spacing would correspon
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to the molecules having rearranged their positions to fill
some of these gaps. Alternatively, it is also possible that w
time some molecules move out of the monolayer.

In Region III, a single interhelix distanced1 ~i.e., a
monolayer! is observed for the most part, except near t
Region III/IV boundary where the secondd-spacingd2 ap-
pears~signifying a bilayer!. However, unlike in Region II,
compression across Region III leaves the value ofd1 more or
less unchanged atd1;12.5 Å @see Fig. 8~a!#. This suggests
that the monolayer part of the coexisting phases in Region
remains similar to the compressed monolayer at the hig
P in Region II. The fact thatd2 is not observed until near th
Region III/IV boundary can be explained from a combin
tion of the experimental geometry and the nature of bila
formation. The footprint of the incident beam samples a s
face area that is closer to the stationary edge of the tro
~opposite to the movable barrier! than the barrier position a
the beginning of coexistence. Assuming that the second la
preferably starts forming at the moving barrier and gro
laterally with twice the barrier speed, the bilayer should en
the illuminated region atA;12– 12.5 Å2/monomer, just be-
fore reaching Region IV. In order to investigate this beha
ior, specular reflectivity was monitored at constantqz during
compression across Region III. A sudden change was alw
observed around areas ofA511.5– 13 Å2/monomer that sig-
nified the entrance of a bilayer region into the illuminat
area. This also agrees with the BAM results suggesting
the second layer formation does not initiate everywhere
grows from near the barrier. Probably the moving barr
induces local time-dependent stresses that do not propa
down the length of the film.

As regards the two distinctd-spacings clearly observe
for the PBLG bilayer in Region IV, the most likely explana
tion of their origin is anincommensuratestructure in which
interhelix distances are different and uncorrelated betw
the two layers of the bilayer. The XR results have shown t
the average of the newly formed second layer is less de

FIG. 10. Interhelixd-spacing~s! and surface pressure~d! as a function of
time after the end of compression atA5~a! 20.1 Å2/monomer and~b! 18.8
Å2/monomer, obtained from measurements on a monodisperse PBLG
~Film-1! during the first compression sequence in Region II.
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than the first layer below. Moreover, the second GID pe
corresponding tod2 was always weaker than the first pea
These observations suggest that the secondd-spacingd2 cor-
responds to the interhelix distance in the second layer, w
d1 comes from the original monolayer underneath. This
ference is further supported by the fact that during comp
sion in Region IV,d2 remains~within the large scatter in the
data! close to the valued513.6 Å observed for the uncom
pressed monolayer in Region I@see Figs. 8~a! and 9#. Since
the second layer is not nearly as tightly packed as the
layer below, the aggregation of nearest-neighbor molec
in the second layer is probably similar to the behavior o
served for the molecules in Region I. On the other ha
compression in Region IV leads to a systematic decreas
d1 for the underlying monolayer. In fact, theP dependence
of d1 looks like an extrapolation of the behavior observed
the monolayer in Region II. This suggests that once the s
ond layer is occupied to a certain degree, further upw
transfer of molecules from the first layer becomes grea
inhibited. Consequently, compression of the bilayer result
a reduction ofd1 in the close packed first layer to value
smaller than the limit ofd;12.6 Å that can be sustained b
the monolayer in Region II.

Analysis of observed interhelix peaks also provides
formation about the extent of lateral positional correlatio
within the film, perpendicular to the PBLG rods. As me
tioned already, the peak widths did not show any gene
trend with A or P. The FWHM of the interhelixd1 peaks
~i.e., for monolayers and the first layer of bilayers! ranged
from Dqxy;0.025 to 0.06 Å21 with an average ofDqxy

;0.04 Å21, while the FWHM for thed2 peaks~i.e., for the
second layer of bilayers! ranged fromDqxy;0.05– 0.1 Å21

with an average ofDqxy;0.075 Å21. These observed
widths are clearly greater than the experimental resolutio
dqxy;0.012 Å21. Assuming that the FWHM of the peak
arise from the convolution of a Lorentzian experimen
resolution and Lorentzian broadening due to a finite late
correlation lengthj' perpendicular to the helical axes o
aligned PBLG molecules, the following relation can be o
tained:

j'

d
5

q0

p@Dqxy2dqxy#
, ~11!

where the peak center is given byq052p/d. Using Eq.~11!,
the correlation lengthj' can be estimated to be only on th
order of 3–12 interhelix distances for the PBLG rods in t
monolayer and a few interhelix distances for those within
second layer of bilayers. Therefore, despite the tendenc
PBLG molecules to align with their near neighbors, th
lateralpositionalcorrelations do not extend very far, imply
ing only short-range order. This result indicates that a
being spread on water, PBLG molecules aggregate into a
glassy phase with only local positional ordering. Moreov
the lack of any systematic variation inj' with A or P sug-
gests that the local order remains ‘‘frozen in’’ during subs
quent compression.

One interesting observation is that the interhelix corre
tion lengthj' is ~and stays! comparable to the linear dimen
sions of the PBLG molecules used in this study~;100
k
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Å!. Although the above GID results do not provide any i
formation about the extent oforientationalcorrelations, this
observation seems to suggest that a typical size of an alig
domain may be on the order of the molecular length in b
directions~parallel and perpendicular to the rod axes!. If a
PBLG monolayer consists of many such small domains
random orientations, extensive smectic order is not likely
be present even within a monodisperse film. This is con
tent with the absence of a smectic layering peak in the G
data.

The absence of smecticlike order in the monodispe
PBLG films studied here is probably due to the strong agg
gation tendency of PBLG. In the bulk study of monodispe
PBLG by Yu et al., the use of a small amount of trifluoro
acetic acid~TFA! in a chloroform solution seemed to play a
important role in achieving smectic ordering, presumably
inhibiting the aggregation of PBLG molecules.61,64 On the
other hand, in the present study of monodisperse LMs
water, the evaporation of spreading solvent~3%-TFA/97%-
chloroform! is essentially instantaneous after film depositio
In a solvent-free environment, the formation of a 2D smec
phase~assuming it is possible! is likely to be suppressed b
the local aggregation of PBLG molecules that results
glassy 2D domains.

Finally, in order to obtain additional evidence for th
incommensurate structure of the PBLG bilayer, t
qz-dependence of thed1 peaks was probed by rod scans. T
Bragg-rods from thed2 peaks could not be measured due
the lack of sufficient intensity. Figures 11~a! and 11~b! show
the background subtracted Bragg-rod data on thed1 peak
~taken at fixedqxy52p/d1! from Regions II and IV, respec
tively. The lines in the figure are based on a model in wh
the electron density along the surface normal of a later
correlated domain is simply approximated by a box of thic
nessl, and are described by

FIG. 11. Bragg rod alongqz for the interhelix GID peak atqxy52p/d1 ,
measured on a monodisperse PBLG film at~a! A519.2 Å2/monomer,qxy

50.488 Å21 ~s, Region II!, and ~b! A510.5 Å2/monomer, qxy

50.502 Å21 ~d, Region IV!. In each, the first data point nearqz50 corre-
sponds to the surface enhancement peak~Yoneda peak! at b5ac . The lines
are model Bragg rods given by Eq.~12! for l 58 Å ~–––!, 10 Å ~—!, and
20 Å ~—--—!, wherel is an effective ‘‘thickness’’ of the part of laterally
correlated domains that gives rise to the GID peak.
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I rod~qz!}Fsin~qzl /2!

qzl /2
G2

. ~12!

The comparison between the data and the model curve
Fig. 11 shows that whether the PBLG film is a monolayer
a bilayer, the part of laterally correlated domains with int
helix distanced1 is confined effectively to a thickness ofl
58 – 10 Å. This thickness is comparable to but sligh
smaller than the total thickness of a PBLG monolayer
served by XR. Therefore, the rod-scan result implies that
d1 interhelix peak originates from a single layer even in t
case of a bilayer. This conclusion is also consistent with
interpretations given earlier, namely that in Region IV, t
d1 peaks arise only from the bottom layer, and the late
order is uncorrelated between the two layers of the bilay

3. Small-angle off-specular diffuse scattering
(XOSDS)

The results ofb-scans on polydisperse PBLG film
taken at various fixed incident anglesa, are summarized in
Fig. 12~a! for a monolayer in Region II and in Fig. 13~a! for
an incomplete bilayer in Region IV. These data are fro
monolayerB8 and bilayerC8, respectively, whoseR/RF

data have already been shown in Fig. 5~b!. In Figs. 12~a! and
13~a!, the central peaks atb2a50 correspond to specula
reflection, and the much smaller peaks atb5ac on the left

FIG. 12. ~a! b-scans at fixeda from a polydisperse PBLG monolayer a
(A,^P&)5(19.2 Å2/monomer, 7.8 dyn/cm), shown as normalized intens
difference DI /I 0 vs b2a, where DI[I (2u50)2(1/2)@ I (10.3°)1I
(20.3°)#. The solid curves@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg ~—! theoretically expected for
a homogeneousmonolayer are based on Eq.~6!, detector resolutions, and
the averagelocal electron density profilêrT50(z)&/r` shown in the inset.
The profile ^rT50(z)&/r` for this monolayer was obtained from a singl
layer box model and the fitting of@DI (b5a)/I 0#hmg to the observed specu
lar reflectivityR(qz), shown by the dashed curve~–––! for B8 in Fig. 5~b!.
~b! The ratio of the dataDI /I 0 to the solid line~—!, i.e., calculated homo-
geneous contributions@DI /I 0#hmg, in ~a!. The ratio should be unity~–––!
for a homogeneous PBLG monolayer.
in
r
-

-
e

e

l
.
wings are the Yoneda or surface enhancement peaks, w
originate from the Fresnel transmission factorTF(b).

The solid curves in Figs. 12~a! and 13~a! correspond to
the calculated normalized intensity difference@DI (a,b)/
I 0#hmg expected forhomogeneousfilms. The calculation is
based on the known temperature and surface tension of
PBLG film and the slit-defined resolution functions, as e
plained in Sec. II C 3. The layering structure factorF0(qz)
for each film was obtained by using a box model for t
average local density profile ^rT50(z)& and fitting
@DI (a,b5a)/I 0#hmg to the measured specular reflectivi
R(qz). The best-fitR/RF curves obtained from this fitting
procedure are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 5~b!. The corre-

FIG. 13. ~a! b-scans at fixeda from a polydisperse PBLG bilayer a
(A,^P&)5(9.7 Å2/monomer, 8.8 dyn/cm), shown as normalized intens
differenceDI /I 0 vs b2a. The solid curves@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg ~—! theoreti-
cally expected for ahomogeneousbilayer are based on Eq.~6!, detector
resolutions, and the averagelocal electron density profilê rT50(z)&/r`

shown in the inset. The profilêrT50(z)&/r` for this bilayer was obtained
from a double-layer box model and the fitting of@DI (b5a)/I 0#hmg to the
observed specular reflectivityR(qz), shown by the dashed curve~–––! for
C8 in Fig. 5~b!. ~b! and~c! The ratio of the dataDI /I 0 to the solid line~—!,
i.e., calculated homogeneous contributions@DI /I 0#hmg in ~a!. The ratio
would be unity~–––! for a homogeneous PBLG bilayer. The solid line
~—! in ~b! are fits based on an inhomogeneous model Eq.~16! with non-
capillary fluctuations of second layer–gas interfacial heights and corresp
to a roughness ofs252.2 Å and a correlation length ofj51150 Å along
the interface. The solid lines~—! in ~c! are theDI /I 0 ratios calculated for
three different values ofj at a51.8° ands252.2 Å.
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sponding intrinsic density profileŝrT50(z)&, shown in the
insets of Figs. 12~a! and 13~a!, are consistent with the tota
averageŝr(z)& obtained in Sec. III B 1. In both the fitting o
@DI (a,b5a)/I 0#hmg to R(qz) and the theoretical calculatio
of @DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg for b-scans, the smallest wavelength f
the capillary wave modes was assumed to be of the orde
the PBLG rod diameterd;12.6 Å and the upper cutoff wav
vector value was taken to beqmax;2p/d50.5 Å21.

As evident in Fig. 12~a!, the agreement between the da
DI (a,b)/I 0 and the theoretical curves@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg is
very good for the PBLGmonolayerin Region II. The ratios
between the data and the theory are close to unity, as sh
in Fig. 12~b!. Since the theory is based on the assumpt
that surface scattering originates only from the capilla
wave fluctuations with intensity modified by the average
cal density profile^rT50(z)&, the good agreement implie
that the monolayer is microscopically homogeneous. Tha
~i! the height fluctuations of the water–monolayer a
monolayer–gas interfaces are conformal with each other
consistent with the capillary wave model, and~ii ! long wave-
length density variations within the PBLG monolayer, if th
exist, must be very small.

By contrast, Fig. 13~a! shows that the off-specular (b
2aÞ0) parts of the data for the incompletebilayer in Re-
gion IV are consistently higher than the theoretical curv
predicted for a homogeneous bilayer. Considering that
structure factorF0(qz) used in the homogeneous model
based on fits to the measured specular reflectivity, the ag
ment between data and model near the specular cond
(b2a50) is as expected. However, as clearly evident
Figs. 13~b! and 13~c!, showing the same data normalized
the homogeneous model, the data exceeds the model by
a factor of two in the off-specular regions. This addition
scattering above the homogeneous prediction must origi
from the termdrT50(r xy ,z)Þ0 in Eq. ~8!. Therefore, the
observation of off-specularexcessscattering provides a mea
sure ofnoncapillary lateral density inhomogeneities withi
the bilayer.

As already pointed out, the lower density in the seco
layer of the bilayer indicates that it is not densely pack
providing more room for~spatial! fluctuations in lateral den
sity. The diffuseness of the second layer–gas interface
dent in the average density profile for the bilayer@see the
inset in Fig. 13~a!# is also suggestive of variations in th
heights of that interface over the surface. These sugges
are supported further by the observation of relatively sm
differences~;10%! between the two interhelix distancesd1

and d2 in the GID despite the significant differences in a
erage density in the two layers. Therefore, it is reasonabl
assume that surface inhomogeneities withdrT50(r xy ,z)Þ0
are mostly concentrated in the second layer of the PB
bilayer. Given that the molecules in the second layer h
been pushed out upward from the monolayer below, the
gin of second layer inhomogeneities might be a distribut
in the heights of molecular centers or in the orientation of
molecular axes, with some of them being not perfectly p
allel to the interface. Another possibility would be molecu
density variations within the second layer, with some regio
of the second layer being more densely occupied than oth
of
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For example, such density variations would arise if the s
ond layer consisted of microscopic islands on top of the fi
layer. It is difficult to distinguish between these possibiliti
from the obtained experimental data. Consequently, a qu
titative analysis of the excess scattering has been carried
by assuming a simple model in which the second layer in
mogeneities are represented as noncapillary height fluc
tions of the second layer–gas interface.

The model assumes that the local electron densitywithin
the second layer is constant atr25r`•f2 , but that the
height h2(r xy)1 l 21 l 1 of the second layer–gas interfac
relative to the position of the monolayer–water interfa
fluctuates spatially about^h2(0)&50 over the surface. Since
the range of (b2a) in the measuredb-scans is not large
enough to probe correlations on the length scale of molec
anisotropies, it is convenient to assume that the variation
h2(r xy) are isotropic. Then, in the laboratory frame, th
height variations of the second layer–gas interface can
described by the sum$htot(rxy)%5$h(rxy)%1$h2(rxy)% of the
capillary $h(r xy)% and the noncapillary$h2(r xy)% height dis-
tributions. Assuming that$h(r xy)% and $h2(r xy)% are statis-
tically independent, the use of this model in Eq.~8! in the
limit that the h2-h2 correlation function c2(r xy)
[^h2(r xy)h2(0)&!1/qz

2 leads to

1

A0
S ds

dV D
inhmg

'
1

16p2 S qc

2 D 4 f2
2e2s2

2qz
2

sin~a!

3E d2r xye
2 iqxy•rxye2~1/2!g~r xy!qz

2
c2~r xy!,

~13!

wheres2
25^h2

2(0)& is the mean-square roughness of the s
ond layer–gas interface andg(r xy)5^@h(r xy)2h(0)#2&. Us-
ing the convolution theorem and the proper normalization
the capillary wave spectrum,69,70 Eq. ~13! can be expressed
as a convolution of the capillary~h! and noncapillary (h2)
height fluctuations in reciprocal space:

1

A0
S ds

dV D
inhmg

'
1

16p2 S qc

2 D 4 f2
2e2s2

2qz
2

sin~a!

3
1

~2p!2 E
qxy8 <qmax

d2qxy8
2ph

qxy8
2 S qxy8

qmax
D h

3C2~qxy2qxy8 !, ~14!

where h5(kBT/2pg)qz
2 as in the homogeneous case, a

C2(qxy) is the 2D Fourier transform ofc2(r xy). For compu-
tational simplicity, an exponentially decayingh2-h2 correla-
tion function

c2~r xy!5s2
2e2r xy /j, ~15a!

is assumed with a correlation lengthj, such that

C2~qxy!5
2ps2

2j2

@11j2uqxyu2#3/2. ~15b!

With the substitution of Eq.~15b!, Eq. ~14! becomes
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1

A0
S ds

dV D
inhmg

'
1

16p2 S qc

2 D 4 4f2
2s2

2j2e2s2
2qz

2

qmax
h sin~a!

3E
0

qmax
h

dtX~qxy8 5t1/h!, ~16a!

with qxy5uqxyu, qxy8 5uqxy8 u, and

X~qxy8 !5
1

@11j2~qxy2qxy8 !2#A11j2~qxy1qxy8 !2

3ESA 4j2qxyqxy8

11j2~qxy1qxy8 !2D , ~16b!

where E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the secon
kind. Theqxy8 -integration in Eq.~16a! is done numerically.

In order to obtain a correlation length associated w
second layer inhomogeneities, the numerical convolution
Eq. ~16! with the experimental resolution function has be
fit simultaneously to all of the measuredexcessscattering,
@DI (a,b)/I 0# inhmg5DI (a,b)/I 02@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg, ob-
served from the PBLG bilayer at various sets of~a, b!. Only
s2 and j were allowed to vary in the fitting, whileqmax

50.5 Å21 was used as in the homogeneous case, and
relative electron density in the second layer was fixed at
XR-based value off25r2 /r`50.80. All the other param-
eters are known. The best fit is obtained withj51150 Å and
s252.2 Å, where the range of errors determined by 67
confidence limits are 400 Å,j,3200 Å and 1.7 Å,s2

,3.1 Å. The normalized intensity ratios@DI (a,b)/
I 0#/@DI (a,b)/I 0#hmg calculated from the best fit are plotte
as solid curves in Fig. 13~b! at various incident anglesa. The
ratio is unity atb5a and increases above unity asb moves
away froma. The inverse width of the ‘‘valley’’ centered a
b5a is a measure of the correlation lengthj, as demon-
strated in Fig. 13~c!, in which the intensity ratios are plotte
at a51.8° ands252.2 Å for three different values ofj.

From the above analysis, one can estimate the corr
tion length associated with the second layer inhomogen
to be on the order ofj;1000 Å, which is about 80 times th
rod diameter or about 7 to 8 times the rod length of typi
PBLG molecules. For example, if the inhomogeneity aro
from second layer islands on top of the monolayer, t
would imply a mean island size of;1000 Å. Since the ob-
tained correlation length is one order of magnitude grea
than the molecular size, and since there is no reason to
pect a critical behavior in this system, it is unlikely that t
origin of the inhomogeneity can be attributed to local
intramolecular density variations, such as random configu
tions of side chains of PBLG helices. The above analy
cannot distinguish between other plausible possibilities s
as lateral variations in molecular height, orientation, or pa
ing density over the second layer. However, it does clea
show that the observation of excess scattering from
PBLG bilayer in Region IV is consistent with nonhomog
neity of the newly formed second layer. This result is to
contrasted from the case of compressed PBLG monolaye
Region II, for which all of the long-wavelength surface flu
tuations can be attributed to capillary waves.
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IV. SUMMARY

The structures of both mono- and polydisperse PB
Langmuir films on water have been studied using BAM a
x-ray scattering techniques. The observed microscopic
havior showed no significant dependence on sample dis
sity. In particular, no evidence was found for the presence
smectic layers in monodisperse films. On the basis of
results presented, the following summarizes a model for
structural changes that the PBLG LM undergoes with
creasingA:

~I! A.;21 Å2/monomer: As soon as being spread
water surface, PBLG rods lie down flat on water surfa
self-aggregate laterally, and align themselves parallel to t
immediate neighbors to form solidlike 2D islands. Compre
sion in this regime (P50) only reduces areas of bare wat
surface coexisting with monolayer islands and results in
structural changes at the intermolecular level.

~II ! ;18.5,A,;21 Å2/monomer: The PBLG mono
layer homogeneously covers the entire surface. Compres
in this regime results in both a steep rise in surface pres
and a reduction of the interhelix distance between align
PBLG rods from ;13.6 Å at P50 to ;12.6 Å at P
;9 dyn/cm. PBLG rods remain parallel to the interface d
ing compression.

~III ! ;11.5,A,;18.5 Å2/monomer: The PBLG
monolayer can sustain surface pressures only up to a m
mum ofP;9 dyn/cm. Compression past this limit results
an upward transfer of PBLG molecules to a second lay
The bilayer formation is not uniform over the surface, b
starts preferably near the moving barrier and grows in
compression direction. During compression through this
existence region, the structure of the monolayer phase
mains similar to that of a highly compressed monolayer
~II !.

~IV ! A,;11.5 Å2/monomer: The film is dominated b
an incomplete, incommensurate, and inhomogeneous bila
There are sizable homogeneous fractions within the sec
layer, and these are less densely occupied than the c
packed first layer. Within these fractions, the interhelix d
tance is larger than that of the underlying monolayer bu
comparable to that observed for uncompressed monol
islands in~I!. The fact that the monolayerd-spacing contin-
ues to decrease with increasingP in this region, suggests
that the presence of the second layer hinders a further
ward transfer of PBLG molecules out of the first layer.

The analysis of interhelix GID peaks shows that for bo
mono- and bilayers, the extent of lateral positional corre
tions between aligned PBLG rods is limited to a range o
few to no more than 15 interhelix distances. This result
PBLG LM is one of the limited number of cases where a L
phase with only short-range positional order provided o
servable x-ray scattering. Moreover, it supports the rece
made suggestion27 that the increased scattering power pr
vided by molecules with a large number of electrons mig
enable x-ray scattering studies of noncrystalline LM pha
and phase transitions involving such phases.

One consequence of the use of large molecules, h
ever, is stronger mutual attraction between them and, he
their tendency to aggregate into a solid monolayer pha
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Moreover, the results of this study suggest that if the so
LM phase formed is noncrystalline and involves large ro
like molecules, it tends to remain noncrystalline up to t
highest surface pressure that can be sustained by the m
layer. This is probably because structural rearrangement
quired to transform the glassy phase into another 2D ph
would include extensive molecular reorientations and a
therefore, more difficult to achieve with such large molecu
confined in tightly packed spaces. One possibility for avo
ing this type of aggregation behavior might be introducti
of some repulsive forces between large molecules~e.g.,
through chemical modifications of side chains for helic
polypeptides!. If this can be achieved, x-ray scattering stu
ies of 2D phase transitions involving fluid LM phases m
become possible. Fora-helical polypeptides, the reduction o
intermolecular attraction is an important next step that mi
facilitate monodispersity-induced smectic layering in LMs
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